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ABSTRACT

This paper presentsCellFusion, a system designed for high-quality,
real-time video streaming from vehicles to the cloud. It leverages an
innovative blend of multipath QUIC transport and network coding.
Surpassing the limitations of individual cellular carriers, CellFu-
sion uses a unique last-mile overlay that integrates multiple cellular
networks into a single, unified cloud connection. This integration
is made possible through the use of in-vehicle Customer Premises
Equipment (CPEs) and edge-cloud proxy servers.

In order to effectively handle unstable cellular connections prone
to intense burst losses and unexpected latency spikes as a vehi-
cle moves, CellFusion introduces XNC. This innovative network
coding-based transport solution enables efficient and resilient mul-
tipath transport. XNC aims to accomplish low latency, minimal
traffic redundancy, and reduced computational complexity all at
once. CellFusion is secure and transparent by nature and does not
require modifications for vehicular apps connecting to it.

We tested CellFusion on 100 self-driving vehicles for over six
months with our cloud-native back-end running on 50 CDN PoPs.
Through extensive road tests, we show that XNC reduced video
packet delay by 71.53% at the 99th percentile versus 5G. At 30Mbps,
CellFusion achieved 66.11% ∼ 80.62% reduction in video stall ratio
versus state-of-the-art multipath transport solutions with less than
10% traffic redundancy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The rise of autonomous and electric vehicles driven by companies
like Tesla [1], Waymo [2], Porsche [3], and Toyota [4] is reinventing
cars as "smartphones on wheels" [5]. As this shift unfolds, estab-
lishing reliable connections between these vehicles and the cloud
is becoming increasingly essential. Video streaming from vehicles
to the cloud unlocks a host of novel applications, spanning from
in-vehicle entertainment and gaming to mission-critical tasks that
require a higher degree of reliability and performance. For example,
teleoperated driving (ToD) [6, 7], a mechanism which remotely
overtakes autonomous vehicles when algorithms cannot effectively
handle complex situations [8], requires real-time transmission of
high-definition camera feeds from the vehicle to the cloud. An-
other application is remote diagnostic procedures [9, 10], where
healthcare professionals guide paramedics in administering urgent
treatment remotely. Such procedures can become a reality by trans-
mitting high-definition views from inside an ambulance, along with
the patient’s vital signs, to the cloud.

The fundamental challenge in realizing the new applications
described above is how to continuously support high-bitrate low-
latency video streaming over highly fluctuating cellular links as a
vehicle drives. However, we face two conflicting situations:
• High delay & limited rate of fragile cellular links. Cellular
connection is known to be fragile, and many factors, such as
proximity to a cell tower and obstacles, impact its bandwidth, jit-
ter, and loss [11, 12]. The limited coverage often leads to a limited
data rate and high packet delay. Moreover, as a vehicle drives, it
can easily find itself in cellular "dead spots" [13]. The advent of
5G does not address this problem. Since 5G signals operate on
higher frequencies than 4G, they suffer from greater fluctuation
and attenuation, resulting in even smaller coverage [14, 15].

• Data-intensive & low-latency vehicular applications. In
terms of latency and bandwidth, emerging vehicular applications
can be much more demanding than traditional real-time applica-
tions such as VoIP and video conferencing [16, 17] that typically
need 300Kbps - 2Mbps at < 300ms latency. Taking ToD as an
example, in order for a vehicle to clearly "see" surrounding en-
vironments with sufficient sensing depth, it has to rely on the
aggregated view of many high-definition cameras, requesting
∼30Mbps at < 100ms one-way delay 1 [18, 20].

1For example, the Tesla model 3 is equipped with 8 cameras [18], whereas the
5GAA ToD model [19] assumes to use four 8Mbps cameras.
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Today’s deployed vehicle-to-internet solutions [21–23], such as
Verizon connected car and Tesla premium connectivity, are limited
by a single carrier’s coverage. As a result, they suffer from frequent
signal loss and limited link rate [24, 25]. Past research proposals [26–
28] on vehicle connectivity focused on downloading non-real-time
loads, and were not capable of serving high throughput traffic in
real-time.

In this paper, we introduce CellFusion to meet the emerging
challenge and enable continuous, high-quality, low-latency vehicle-
to-cloud video streaming for the first time. Our idea is to go beyond
the limitation of a single cellular network to build a resilient over-
lay last mile that efficiently fuses multiple heterogeneous cellular
networks to the cloud. To realize this idea, CellFusion synergizes
two fields: multipath transport and network coding.

First, CellFusion builds a novel hardware-software system that
aggregates multiple heterogeneous cellular network resources (§3)
as shown in Fig. 1(a): it deploys a specialized Customer Premise
Equipment (CPE) box in a vehicle (§5), as shown in Fig. 2, and a
group of distributed edge-proxies at CDN Point-of-Presence (PoPs)
(§6) to establish multipath tunnels on top, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Our
implementation aggregates four cellular networks combining 5G
and LTE from three carriers. In this way, CellFusion embraces two
types of diversity: (1) the geographical diversity of different carriers
and (2) the frequency diversity of different technologies, leading to
diversified cellular coverage. As a result, CellFusion significantly
reduces the likelihood of cellular "dead spots" by utilizing diversified
cellular resources that compensate for each other.

Second, CellFusion introduces XNC, as highlighted in the blue
and green parts in Fig. 1(b), to efficiently fuse these underlay net-
work resources to the cloud (§4). A fundamental problem for multi-
path transport in vehicle-to-cloud streaming is that when a vehicle
drives, each cellular link becomes highly volatile and unpredictable,
which makes it difficult to ensure the delay of a packet before the
deadline [29]. As we show later, the cellular link of a high-speed
vehicle suffers from heavy bursty losses that can go up to 100% and

high latency spikes that can reach a few seconds unexpectedly. Gen-
erally, a multipath scheduler predicts path characteristics such as
bandwidth and delay to pick the path for transmitting a packet. As
a result, when a path becomes fluctuant, the scheduler is likely to
make awrong prediction on a path that might later degrade, causing
excessive delay and poor bandwidth resource utilization [30, 31]. To
address the problem, XNC leverages network coding, which mixes
data across time to obtain resilience and efficiency against fragile
cellular links through a unique collaboration with multipath.

Despite the fact that network coding [32, 33] and multipath [30]
transport are relatively mature research areas, past solutions are
intrinsically incapable when it comes to vehicle-to-cloud streaming.
Firstly, traditional network coding-based protocols such as FEC [34],
COPE [32], randomized linear code [35], TCP-NC [36], evolution
code [26], LT code [37], PACE [38], and streaming code [39] fall
short for one ormore of the following reasons: (1) The code designed
for random or bounded loss performs poorly in recovering the
heavy bursty loss. (2) Encoding introduces high latency as a relay
node (e.g., a CPE) has to wait for enough packets to perform block
coding, (3) The code brings significant redundant traffic costs and
reduces bandwidth for effective video transport. (4) The code is too
computationally expensive to use at high bitrates. Secondly, today’s

deployed multipath transports such as MPTCP [40], MPQUIC [41],
and XLINK [29] are designed as fully reliable transport, and hence,
they cause excessive delay under high loss when sending real-time
traffic.

CellFusion’s XNC introduces multiple thrusts of innovations
to address the above challenges all at once. At the base transport
layer, instead of using reliable QUIC [42], XNC leverages the newly
standardized QUIC-Datagram [43] as an unreliable medium and
integrates multi-path features (§4.2). In doing so, it reuses as much
as possible the QUIC transport features (e.g., congestion control, en-
cryption, traversal of middleboxes) that already exist. On top of the
base layer, XNC introduces a partially reliable transport mechanism
with QUIC-based random linear network coding (Q-RLNC) (§4.3),
QoE-aware loss detection (§4.4), and opportunistic one-shot recov-
ery (§4.5). In a nutshell, XNC quickly detects video loss based on
a QoE-aware policy and maximizes its recovery probability with
opportunistic one-shot recovery by retransmitting a sufficient num-
ber of random linear combinations (equations) of lost packets to
utilize all paths’ instantaneous spare capacity opportunistically. As
we will show later in this paper, XNC is designed with the following
nice properties:

• Robustness to bursty loss. Instead of direct forward error correc-
tion, our scheme retransmits lost packets via Q-RLNC, which has
a very flexible redundancy rate that matches the unpredictable
loss rate in real-time, so XNC is highly robust to heavy bursty
loss even up to a 100% loss rate.

• Resilient to unpredictable multipaths. Each coded packet is equiva-
lent to a linear equation of lost packets. So long as a receiver gets
enough equations, it can recover the entire lost range. In this way,
XNC greatly reduces the impact of "bad" path scheduling because
the loss impact of a coded packet on any path becomes identical
and can be immediately remedied when another equation arrives.

• Low latency on-the-fly coding. In our scheme, a new packet is im-
mediately forwarded, while coding is only applied to lost packets.
Thus, no additional delay is required to accumulate a code block
before encoding. Our retransmission scheme is one-shot and op-
portunistically uses paths’ instantaneous spare capacity, so we
also avoid delaying new packets due to bandwidth consumed by
coded packets.

• Low redundancy and low complexity. Our scheme is basically a
systematic code that mostly contains original packets. Therefore,
it achieves almost zero traffic redundancy under good network
conditions with no loss. Moreover, our coding scheme can be
efficiently accelerated using SIMD instructions on embedded
systems.

Architecturally, CellFusion is designed as a connectivity-as-a-
service solution (§6).CellFusion’s back-end is cloud-native. Thanks
to the user-space nature of our transport stack, deploying Cell-
Fusion’s proxy is as simple as running a lightweight container on
edge clouds, which can be easily auto-scaled and managed to ramp
up capacity and provide highly available edge access. Importantly,
CellFusion is secure and transparent by nature. Unlike past works
such as split-TCP [44], which breaks a user connection, CellFusion
tunnels raw IP packets, so it acts transparently in the background
and preserves the security of the original traffic. As an IP tunnel,



(a) End-to-end architecture (b) Component diagram and packet flow

Figure 1: The overview of CellFusion: (a) end-to-end architecture and (b) component diagram and packet flow.

(a) CellFusion CPE box (b) CellFusion CPE’s customized board (c) Deployment in a self-driving vehicle

Figure 2: Photos of CellFusion CPE, its hardware board, and deploying CellFusion CPE in a self-driving vehicle.

CellFusion supports a broad range of passenger protocols, includ-
ing RTP/RTCP, RTSP, and HTTPs.
Results:Wehave testedCellFusion on 100 self-driving vehicles for
over six months, with our back-end running at 50 CDN PoPs across
three states. A deployment photo is shown in Fig. 2(c). Through
extensive road test evaluations, we show XNC achieved a 99th
percentile video packet delay at 73.8ms, representing a 71.53% re-
duction vs. 5G. When streaming video at 30Mbps and 30fps over a
5000km driving distance, CellFusion achieved an average framerate,
video stall ratio, and normalized structural similarity index mea-
sure (SSIM) score of 29.11fps, 0.99%, and 0.93, respectively, with less
than 10% traffic redundancy. It achieved 66.11% ∼ 80.62% reduc-
tion in video stall ratio versus state-of-the-art multipath transport
solutions.
Contribution: To the best of our knowledge, CellFusion is the
first system to support high-quality, real-time vehicle-to-cloud
streaming in-the-wild, meeting today’s ToD requirements. The
core technical contribution of CellFusion is our design, implemen-
tation, and cloud-native solution that uniquely synergize multipath
transport and network coding. We present the detailed software
and hardware design and XNC transport algorithm. We believe that
CellFusion holds great potential for widespread deployment by
Cloud and CDN providers. Offering connectivity-as-a-service on
a universal scale, CellFusion can provide the robust streaming
infrastructure necessary to shape the future of mobility.

Claim: This work does not raise any ethical issues.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Teleoperated driving for autonomous

vehicles

Full self-driving was anticipated to enable a market size of 2.3
trillion dollars by 2030 [45]. However, despite big companies and
numerous startups pouring billions of dollars over the past decade,
it has not come close to a wide-scale commercial deployment [46].
The real gap is the so-called "endless" edge cases [47]: situations
such as poor visibility, temporary detours, a fallen tree, sinkholes
on the road, and unexpected events may exceed today’s algorithms’
capability and cause damage, injury, and even death.

Teleoperated driving (ToD) [6, 7, 48], which allows remote inter-
vention and control of a vehicle from a teleoperator when human
experience is needed, is an emerging technology and is seen as
the answer to various problems that today’s autonomous driving
encounters, especially in the early stages when the algorithms are
still learning. The detailed use cases and requirements of ToD are
currently being investigated by several initiatives, projects, and as-
sociations, including European Union’s 5GMobix and 5GCoCor [49],
and the 5G automobile association (5GAA) [19].

The success of ToD, however, critically relies on our ability to
support high-quality, high bitrate, and real-time vehicle-to-cloud
video streaming to capture the 360𝑜 view of a vehicle in the first
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Figure 3: Characteristics of a single 5G or LTE cellular link when upstreaming videos at 10 and 30Mbps from a moving vehicle.

place. 5GAA needs the support of ∼ 30Mbps video bitrate with
<100ms latency. The 5GCoCor requires an uplink at 8-30Mbps and
a latency of <80ms for indirect control. While ToD is crucial to make
the self-driving era practical, the above requirements are visionary
and are beyond the capability of today’s vehicle solutions.

2.2 Challenges in vehicle-to-cloud streaming

via a single cellular link

To understand the challenges, we characterized cellular links in 5G
and LTE when upstreaming a real-time video to a cloud server from
a moving vehicle. In the course of our measurements, we conducted
experiments by streaming an RTSP video at 30fps with bitrates of
10Mbps and 30Mbps over a single cellular link. These experiments
took place while driving a vehicle around a typical metropolitan
area. For each second during the streaming session, we collected
two types of signal metrics at the physical layer from the cellular
module driver: Received Signal Received Power (RSRP) and Signal
to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR). At the transport layer, we
determined the packet loss rate and packet delay per second by
utilizing the appPacketID and timestamp fields. The packet loss
rate was calculated as the number of received application packets
(𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑣_𝑎𝑝𝑝_𝑝𝑘𝑡_𝑐𝑛𝑡 ) divided by the range of the appPacketID field2.
The packet delay was calculated as the difference between the
received time and sent time3. At the application layer, we calculated
the QoE metrics as defined in Appx. C. Our measurements in Fig. 3
reveal the following:
Unstable signal coverage. Fig. 3(a) shows that both the RSRP
and SINR exhibited significant and random fluctuations that could
vary more than 30dB within a few seconds. We also note that 5G’s
signal experiencedmore considerable fluctuations than LTE, and the
SINR of 5G dropped to 0dB multiple times within 3 minutes. These
observations showed that the cellular signal coverage becomes very
unstable as a vehicle drives.
Heavy bursty loss and large latency spikes. Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c)
show the measured packet loss rate and the one-way packet delay
at the transport layer, respectively. In terms of loss, both the 5G
and LTE links showed a heavy bursty loss, which could be as high
as 100% and last tens of seconds. Regarding the delay, both 5G and
LTE suffered from many latency spikes that could go up to a few
seconds. More surprisingly, due to its shrunk coverage, 5G’s loss
and delay can sometimes be even worse than LTE. The loss and
delay also became worse as the video bitrate increased.

2𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑣_𝑎𝑝𝑝_𝑝𝑘𝑡_𝑐𝑛𝑡

𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝐼𝐷}−𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝐼𝐷}
3We periodically use NTP to synchronize the clocks and connect to the NTP

server by selecting the cellular interface that has the lowest RTT to NTP server to
minimize the synchronization error.

Poor video QoE. Fig. 3(d) shows the corresponding video QoEmea-
surements, including the frames per second (FPS), video stall ratio,
and the SSIM score. As expected, under such a heavy bursty loss and
high latency spikes, all cases suffered from reduced framerate, high
video stall ratio, and low SSIM score, leading to an unsatisfactory
user experience.
Remark: As a result, neither the 5G link nor the LTE link was
able to support real-time streaming above 10Mbps consistently. It
is worth noting that the heavy bursty loss is significantly different
from the traditional notion of slight random loss in a packet era-
sure channel, which makes many past coding schemes ineffective.
Understanding such cellular characteristics is critical to design the
right transport solution and motivates us to rethink the transport
layer design.

3 OVERVIEW

To address the unpredictable nature of cellular signals in vehicle-
to-cloud streaming, we introduce CellFusion. The high-level end-
to-end architecture of CellFusion is shown in Fig. 1(a), which is
split into three domains: (1) the vehicle domain that consists of
the video client (sender) and CellFusion CPE, (2) the edge domain
that comprises multi-cellular networks and CellFusion edge proxy
servers, and (3) the cloud domain that hosts CellFusion controller
and cloud apps (receiver). Below, we describe their functionality
followed by CellFusion’s packet flow shown in Fig. 1(b).

3.1 Core components

CellFusion CPE: A specialized hardware installed in a vehicle to
serve as the packet gateway for in-vehicle LAN to the Internet.
It has four cellular modules to enable multipath transport over
heterogeneous mobile carriers.
CellFusion proxy server : Proxy servers are container programs
distributed at the cloud’s edge PoPs (CDNs) and serve as edge
access points for vehicle-to-cloud traffic.
CellFusion tunnel-client: A program that runs on top of CellFu-
sion CPE. It sets up the multipath QUIC (MPQUIC) client. In the
uplink, it is the start-point of the unreliable multipath QUIC tunnel,
which drives XNC’s client-end stack to perform packet encoding,
loss detection, and loss recovery.
CellFusion tunnel-server: A program that runs in CellFusion
proxy servers. It sets up the multipath QUIC server. In the up-
link, it is the end-point of the unreliable multipath QUIC tunnel,
which drives XNC’s server-end stack to perform packet decoding
and forwarding.
CellFusion controller: The controller is deployed on the central
cloud and serves as the control and management plane of CellFu-
sion.



3.2 CellFusion’s packet flow

To understand how multipath and XNC are applied to video traffic,
we walk through CellFusion’s packet flow as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Our explanation below focuses on the uplink flow (vehicle-to-cloud).
The downlink flow is similar to the uplink but in the reverse direc-
tion.

In the vehicle domain, the video client (sender) sends out original
IP packets destined to the cloud app (receiver) through the CPE.
These packets are captured from the CPE’s virtual tun interface into
the tunnel-client in user space and then handed to theMPQUIC client.
The XNC in QUIC stack encapsulates packets in XNC Datagram,
which extends the QUIC-Datagram. XNC applies network coding
when loss retransmission is triggered and immediately forwards
first-time-arriving packets. The outputs of the tunnel-client are
QUIC packets whose destination IPs point to the proxy server and
are transmitted via multi-cellular interfaces.

In the edge domain, packets received by the proxy server are
passed to the MPQUIC server. The QUIC stack calls XNC to decode
QUIC’s payload and extract original IP packets. The decoded IP
packets are then sent to the virtual tun interface and forwarded to
the cloud app. Before a packet leaves the proxy server, Source-NAT
is applied to it so that the return traffic from the cloud app will be
routed to the proxy server.

The above flow effectively builds a transparent multipath overlay
tunnel. Therefore, CellFusion doesn’t require modification from
either the video client or the cloud app. The IP packet between
the video client and the cloud app can be end-to-end encrypted,
and CellFusion won’t be able to decipher its content. CellFusion
further adds an extra layer of QUIC’s TLS encryption and header
protection mechanism, so security is never compromised.

3.3 Organization of the following sections

In the following sections, we start by introducing the design of XNC,
our core network coding-based multipath transport on top of QUIC
(§4). Then we describe CellFusion’s CPE hardware design (§5).
After that, we present CellFusion’s cloud-native back-end service
(§6). Finally, we discuss our current deployment and evaluations of
CellFusion (§7, §8).

4 XNC DESIGN

4.1 Logical description

At a high level, XNC is designed with four major objectives:

A Supporting real-time videos at low latency.
B Attaining high data rate via efficient multipath usage.
C Overcoming bursty loss and link unpredictability.
D Low redundancy and low computational complexity.

Objective A implies that XNC should not be fully reliable like TCP,
which suffers from head-of-line blocking issues. Thus, at the base
layer, XNC is built on top of QUIC-Datagram, the unreliable version
of QUIC. The base layer provides essential building blocks such as
encryption and congestion control. Concerning objective B, XNC
incorporates multipath QUIC features with QUIC-Datagram. The
multipath scheduling is done at a packet-level granularity to allow
path aggregation for simultaneous transmission.

Given objective C, we further need a partial reliability mech-
anism to combat loss on top of the unreliable multipath QUIC.
There are two basic approaches: the proactive approach, which
sends feed-forward redundant packets when original packets are
transmitted for the first time, and the reactive approach, which
performs feedback-based loss recovery. The proactive approach
does not fit for heavy bursty losses because to overcome the loss of
many consecutive packets, it would need a very high redundancy
rate. However, as it is nearly impossible to predict when a loss
will happen and how many packets will be lost, one has to consis-
tently apply such a high redundancy rate even when the loss rate is
low. This leads to high redundancy and prohibitive computational
complexity, violating objective D. The problem with the reactive
approach, however, is that the recovery is naturally delayed due
to the feedback loop. The delay can be further exacerbated if the
retransmitted packets are lost (i.e., loss of loss-recovery packets).

Therefore, to use the reactive approach, we must shorten the
feedback recovery loop and improve the retransmission success rate.
To achieve this goal, XNC embraces the opportunity of being closer
to vehicles at the cloud’s edge and introduces three techniques to
address this problem: quick loss detection based on QoE-aware
policy, Q-RLNC for retransmission packets, and opportunistic one-
shot recovery to improve the retransmission success rate. Our key
insight is that when retransmission is needed, it should be triggered
as early as possible and executed in one shot with maximum ef-
fort by leveraging coding protection and fully utilizing multipath
resources. To translate this idea into practice, first, we deploy Cell-
Fusion’s proxy at CDN PoPs to cut the round-trip time of the tunnel
physically. Second, we quickly detect which packets are lost based
on the video’s QoE requirement (bitrate and latency requirements)
to start lost packet retransmission as timely as possible. Third, we
introduce RLNC to the QUIC stack for the first time, and during the
retransmission, our Q-RLNC encodes each retransmitted packet
as a random linear combination from a range of lost packets over
QUIC. We apply Q-RLNC because of the following nice properties:

• It has a flexible coding range that is not limited to fixed length
or sliding window.

• It is rateless, so XNC can encode arbitrary number of packets for
any range.

• Each coded packet is equivalent to a linear equation.With enough
equations received, we can recover all lost packets.

• It is designed to seamlessly work with QUIC.

Finally, we manifest the advantage of Q-RLNC with the opportunis-
tic one-shot recovery, which sends out on each path a number of
random linear equations of lost packets proportionally to that path’s
instantaneous available window. Such a recovery approach utilizes
path diversity by opportunistically exploiting each path’s available
network resource and is also highly resilient to the potential loss of
loss-recovery packets. Since XNC disperses each original packet’s
information onto all available paths, the failure of a packet on one
path can be remedied when a coded packet from any of the other
paths arrives. Note that the actual encoding is only performed on a
range of lost packets. Our encoding is on-the-fly as we don’t need
to purposely accumulate packets before encoding. Moreover, XNC
utilizes bandwidth resources efficiently because it achieves almost
zero redundancy under good network conditions with no loss.



Figure 4: RLNC encoding/decoding process (𝑚 = 8 in this example).

Figure 5: Applying RLNC to packets.

Figure 6: XNC_NC frame structure.

4.2 Base protocol

XNC uses QUIC-Datagram as its base layer protocol stack and
incorporates multipath QUIC functionality on top of it. The QUIC-
Datagram is an unreliable QUIC extension recently standardized by
RFC9221 [43] while the IETF QUIC working group is standardizing
a reliable version of multipath QUIC [41]. Once a multipath QUIC
connection is negotiated, XNC extends the Datagram Frame (type

0x30, 0x31) to encapsulate video packets. Basing XNC upon QUIC
provides several important benefits:

• Thanks to the user-space nature of QUIC, deploying and upgrad-
ing QUIC-based protocol is much easier compared to kernel-
based protocol stacks (e.g., kernel TCP).

• We can reuse as much as possible the mechanism of QUIC, such
as TLS 1.3 encryption, RTT and bandwidth measurements, con-
gestion control, and PMTU discovery.

• QUIC is end-to-end encrypted, and the header of QUIC is also
protected [42], which prevents it from being inspected by WAN
middleboxes. Such a property is important for CellFusion’s
traffic to traverse middleboxes on the public Internet without
being interfered.

Multipath scheduler. Our default multipath scheduler is min-
RTT scheduler [30], which puts first-time sending packets on the
lowest delay path with available congestion window. However, as
discussed later, we do not use this scheduler in our opportunistic
one-shot recovery.
Congestion controller.We use BBR [50] as the congestion con-
troller due to its resilience to packet losses and its ability to quickly
grab available bandwidth.

4.3 Coding scheme of Q-RLNC

4.3.1 Basic RLNC operations. RLNC [36] performs computations in
Galois field 𝐺𝐹 (2𝑚), which is illustrated in Fig. 4. When encoding,
RLNC computes a linear combination of original symbols with
random coefficients to obtain an encoded symbol (𝑚-bit integer),
so each encoded symbol equals to a linear equation in 𝐺𝐹 (2𝑚).
When decoding, RLNC recovers the original symbols by solving
a system of linear equations, given it has received enough linear-
independent encoded symbols. To performRLNC on packets instead
of individual symbols, we treat each packet as an array of𝑚-bit
symbols, as shown in Fig. 5. Before encoding, we first ensure each
original packet has an equal length by zero-padding shorter packets.
Then we generate the encoded packet by separately combining
symbols of the same index in each array. In XNC, we set𝑚 to 8,
where the length of symbols is one byte. This value is chosen to
enable SIMD acceleration of 𝐺𝐹 (2𝑚) arithmetic (§5.2).

4.3.2 Packet format. The encoded packets must carry information
about the linear combination for a receiver to perform decoding. In
XNC, we always apply RLNC on a range of contiguous packets so
that we can encode such information in XNC_Header shown in
Fig. 6, which consists of three 32-bit integer fields:
• packetCount: the count of packets in the range of contiguous
original packets used to encode that packet.

• randomSeed: the random seed used to generate the sequence
of random coefficients to encode that packet [51].

• startID: the ID of the first packet in the sequence of original
packets used to encode that packet.

The sender and receiver need to agree on the same random coeffi-
cient, so upon connection negotiation, we initialize two identical
pseudo number generators (denoted as 𝑔) at both the sender and the
receiver, which derives the sequence of coefficients generated by
𝑔 with seed value 𝑠 as {𝑔𝑠 (1), 𝑔𝑠 (2), ...},∀𝑠, 𝑖, 𝑔𝑠 (𝑖) ∈ 𝐺𝐹 (28) \ {0}.
Assume 𝑝𝑘 denotes original packet with ID 𝑘 , 𝑝 is the coded packet,
and the values of packetCount, randomSeed, and startID
are 𝑛, 𝑠 , and 𝑘 , respectively, then:

𝑝 =

{
𝑝𝑘 n=1,
𝑝𝑘 +∑𝑛−1

𝑖=1 𝑔𝑠 (𝑖)𝑝𝑘+𝑖 n>1

A special case, as shown above, is when 𝑛 = 1. In this case, 𝑝 is
equal to an original packet, 𝑝𝑘 , and 𝑠 is ignored. We discuss more
details about our encoding algorithm in Appx. A.

4.3.3 Enabling RLNC in QUIC. XNC implements the encoder and
decoder as software modules called by the QUIC stack, and we
illustrate the workflow in Fig. 7. Packets’ encoding and decoding
are performed above QUIC’s Datagram layer. Specifically, on the
sender side, incoming packets are first padded and registered in
the encoder module before they can be used for encoding. In this
process, the encoder module saves a copy of each original packet
in its packet pool and assigns a packet number and timestamp. To
send a packet, the QUIC layer calls the encoder API for an encoded
packet and encapsulates it into a QUIC-Datagram frame, marked by
a new type: XNC_NC (0x32), shown in Fig. 6. On the receiver side,
received payloads of XNC_NC frames are passed to the decoder
module. Each time a payload is passed to the decoder module, XNC
calls the decoder API for any possibly decoded original packets. The



Figure 7: XNC workflow: XNC implements the encoder and decoder as software modules called by the QUIC stack.

decoder obtains equations (vectors) from its packet pool, reduces
vectors via Gaussian elimination, and stores reduced results. Once
a new packet is decoded, the decoder hands it to the QUIC stack.

4.4 QoE-aware loss detection

XNC replaces the QUIC’s default loss detection policy with a QoE-
aware loss detection policy to accelerate the recovery process dis-
cussed above. The rationale behind this is that a real-time video
frame is only useful if it is delivered before an application’s dead-
line, so packets with a high risk of passing the deadline should be
retransmitted immediately.

4.4.1 Set threshold for loss detection. XNC applies a new loss detec-
tion threshold, which is the smaller value of an application-defined
time threshold and the QUIC’s PTO [52], and thus, any packet that
is not acknowledged after this threshold is marked as "lost" and
added to the retransmission queue. The application-defined time
threshold is adjusted based on the end-to-end latency need of the
application. Note that our modified loss detection makes XNC’s
loss recovery more aggressive than legacy QUIC. However, the con-
gestion window helps limit XNC’s total number of in-flight packets
and preserve its friendliness towards other users.

4.4.2 Determine encoding range borders among lost packets. XNC
further divides lost packets in the retransmission queue into con-
tiguous ranges, on which we apply Q-RLNC individually. Each
range spans a continuous sequence of packets. Q-RLNC gener-
ates ranges according to the requirements of video streaming and
computation cost. First, lost packets that belong to the same video
frame should be recovered at the same time. To use bandwidth
more efficiently, XNC should either recover a complete frame or
not retransmit any packets in that frame; Second, a too-big range
is also undesirable, as it may introduce additional delay in the en-
coding process and increase computational complexity. In XNC,
we check for three conditions to insert the range border after the
most-recently-sent packet accordingly.
• Current range contains at least 𝑟 packets.
• Current range spans at least 𝑡 seconds.
• If a video frame border is detected, e.g., an RTP header with
extension marking.

Because XNC is transparent to the application’s traffic and may
not always detect frame boundaries in encrypted user traffic, the
third condition is set as an option. In practice, for a 30Mbps video
session, we set 𝑟 to 10 and 𝑡 to 60ms.

4.4.3 Expiration of ranges and lost packets. Unlike fully reliable
transport that tracks lost packets until successful delivery, XNC
only tracks lost packets for a given period because recovery of
expired video packets would not contribute to video QoE but delay
the delivery of newer packets instead. In XNC, we use a config-
urable application-dependent time threshold, 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑖𝑟𝑒 , to determine
whether a packet is expired. If the last packet in an encode range
is expired, the range is expired. In this work, we empirically set
𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑖𝑟𝑒 to 700ms.

4.5 Opportunistic one-shot recovery

With the coding scheme and range borders defined, we now specify
the behavior of XNC’s opportunistic one-shot loss recovery, whose
aim is to exploit all paths’ instantaneous available bandwidth to
maximize recovery rate in one shot.

4.5.1 Compute the minimum number of coded packets 𝑛′. Assum-
ing 𝑛 packets are detected as lost in a range, XNC first computes
the number of coded packets 𝑛′ needed by the XNC receiver to
recover that 𝑛 lost packets. We note that 𝑛′ ≠ 𝑛. Optimally, we
may deliver exactly 𝑛 linearly independent coded packets to decode
all 𝑛 original packets. However, due to the fact that XNC encodes
packets with random coefficients, there is no absolute guarantee of
the linear independence of every subset of generated packets. Thus,
we must deliver 𝑛′ > 𝑛 packets. Fortunately, we only need a small
number of extra packets in order to obtain 𝑛 independent packets
under our random coefficient sampling scheme. Theoretically, we
could prove that:

Theorem 4.1. If𝑛′ = 𝑛+𝑘 coded packets are successfully delivered,

the probability that XNC performs a successful decode is at least

1 − 1
255𝑘×254 .

The proof can be found in Appx. B. Based on the results above,
we let 𝑛′ = 𝑛 + 3 if 𝑛 > 1. The value is chosen to balance bandwidth
overhead and decode probability. When 𝑛 = 1, the encoding range
only contains one packet, and thus, the receiver does not need to
decode, so we let 𝑛′ = 1.

4.5.2 One-shot recovery. After obtaining 𝑛′, XNC sums up all the
available congestion windows on each usable path, denoted as 𝑏.
If 𝑏 < 𝑛′, the recovery operation is delayed. XNC may perform
recovery anytime later, before the expiration of the lost packets
(§4.4.3). In other words, we do not transmit recovery packets to
waste bandwidth when we know the network bandwidth surely
cannot meet our needs. If there are enough available congestion



windows (i.e.,𝑏 ≥ 𝑛′),XNC distributes up to𝑏 encoded packets onto
all available paths (proportional to each path’s available window
size). We further limit the number of packets sent on each path
to be smaller than 𝜌 × 𝑛′, where 1 < 𝜌 < 1.2. When 𝑛 = 1, we
simply send one packet on each usable path to minimize the delay.
After that, XNC forgets any lost packets involved in the recovery
operation.

5 CELLFUSION’S CPE

5.1 Customized hardware design

CellFusion’s in-vehicle CPE box is a specially designed hardware
that enables high-performance communication over four cellular
networks simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b). The
CPE consists of four subsystems: a CPU subsystem, a cellular net-
working subsystem, an interface and power management subsys-
tem, and aWifi/LAN subsystem. For the CPU subsystem, we choose
Rockchip RK3399 [53] as the core CPU, which has dual Cortex-A72
quad Cortex-A53 cores. The core CPU also supports SIMD instruc-
tions that are critical to accelerating XNC operations. The cellular
networking subsystem has 2 Quectel RM500Q-GL [54] as the 5G
modules and 2 Quectel EP06-E [55] as the LTE modules. We use
MIMO to improve cellular performance further: the 5G module has
2TX/4RX antennas, and the LTE module has 1TX/2RX antennas.
The Wifi/LAN subsystem is used for connecting video streaming
sources inside the vehicle. The peak power consumption of the CPE
is less than 50W, and the standby power is less than 25W.

5.2 Acceleration of XNC

In order to achieve high bitrate video transmission, it is crucial
to perform network coding as efficiently as possible. Recall that
in XNC, each packet is treated as an array of𝑚-bit symbols, and
an encoded packet is generated by separately combining symbols
of the same index in each array, which can be computed in paral-
lel (§4.3.1). We perform RLNC with ARM NEON advanced SIMD4

instructions [56] to leverage such parallelism. In XNC, we imple-
ment 8-way 𝐺𝐹 (28) multiplication with the help of vmull_p8
(8-bit polynomial multiplication) NEON intrinsic. Moreover, addi-
tion in 𝐺𝐹 (28) is simply bit-level XOR and could be automatically
vectorized by the compiler. With SIMD, we support 30Mbps video
streaming at < 20% CPU usage on our CPE box.

6 CELLFUSION’S BACK-END SERVICE

6.1 Cloud-native architecture

We design CellFusion’s back-end with a cloud-native architecture
that is simple to deploy and manage. The back-end consists of two
parts: CellFusion proxy servers and CellFusion controller.
Proxy servers. To reduce the access latency, CellFusion proxy
servers are deployed at the cloud’s edge (i.e., CDNs). The user-space
nature of QUIC allows us to deploy them as containers running at
CDN PoPs. Containerization makes it easy to autoscale these proxy
servers to meet the change in demand, offering good scalability and
cost-effectiveness.
Controller. CellFusion’s controller implements the control plane
and is deployed in the central cloud. It serves five main functions:

4SIMD uses a single instruction to perform the same operation in parallel on
multiple data elements of the same type and size.

(1) It authenticates CPE devices so that only legal users are al-
lowed to access the service. (2) It manages configurations for both
CellFusion’s CPEs and proxy servers, which obtain necessary con-
figuration parameters before setting up the multipath tunnel and
XNC. (3) It is responsible for achieving high availability. The con-
troller continuously monitors each proxy server’s health states and
load and performs fail-over when needed. (4) It acts as an orches-
trator that instructs a CPE to several servers that it should connect
to based on the servers’ availability and load. The CPE measures
network delay to these servers and chooses the one with minimal
delay.

6.2 Multi-tenant

Each proxy server is designed to serve many users to reduce de-
ployment costs. Thus, CellFusion tunnel-server implements multi-
tenant support. When multiple vehicles are connecting to the same
proxy server, the controller will allocate a unique private IP ad-
dress for their CPEs’ virtual tun interface to perform Source-NAT
on each packet that goes through it. In doing so, video packets
from the same CPE will have the same source IP address, and the
server will see different source addresses (after decapsulating outer
headers) in packets from other CPEs. With this unique information,
we build a mapping table that associates a CPE’s address with its
tunnel-client’s QUIC connection ID (CID) on the server. In this way,
when the server receives a packet in the return direction, it can
find the corresponding CID via this packet’s destination address
and send this packet to the correct vehicle via the QUIC connection.
In other words, in the packet flow, we actually employ NAT two
times, the first time at the CPE’s tun interface and the second time
at the proxy server’s public network interface.

7 IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING IN THE

WILD

Implementation details. CellFusion’s base protocol stack is
based on RFC9000 [57], on top of which we implement unreliable
QUIC-Datagram based on RFC9221 [43] and incorporate multipath
features from IETF WG Draft [41]. We implement XNC as software
modules that are called by the QUIC stack. The entire transport is
written in C language with 30K LoC that is portable to different
platforms with minor modifications. Our tunnel-client is running
in OpenWRT [58] on the CPE, and our tunnel-server is running in
CentOS containers. Our controller is an HTTPs server built on the
Java Spring framework. One practical issue is the MTU problem,
which we discuss in Appx. E.
Testing in the wild. CellFusion has been tested on 100 self-
driving vehicles for over six months. A photo of such a deployment
is shown in Fig. 2(c). These test vehicles operate daily in several
metropolitan areas. The coverage and proximity of CellFusion
edge access are key to ensuring low latency and service availability.
We run proxy servers on 50 Alibaba Cloud’s CDN PoPs across three
states. The controller is deployed in the central cloud that serves
both the CPEs and the proxy servers.

8 EVALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluations of CellFusion, which
consists of three parts:
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Figure 8: An example of the received streaming videos from the end-to-end road test: Multipath QUIC (top) and CellFusion (bottom).
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Figure 9: Measured video QoE metrics of Multipath QUIC, MPTCP, BONDING, and CellFusion in end-to-end road tests.

• End-to-end road test: Firstly, we present the results of end-to-
end road tests, in which we upstreamed real-time high-bitrate
videos from a moving vehicle to a cloud server through CellFu-
sion. The streamed video was a specially made reference video
that allowed us to extract video QoE metrics. We collected results
from over 5000km of driving.

• Statistical results from deployment: Then, we present sta-
tistical results from the deployment of CellFusion on 100 self-
driving vehicles for over six months. These vehicles were running
in metropolitan areas routinely to test self-driving algorithms.

• Benchmarks and ablation studies of XNC: Finally, we further
implemented a number of state-of-the-art multipath solutions
and coding schemes, and ran experiments in controlled environ-
ments to compare with XNC. We also performed ablation studies
to validate the design point of individual components in XNC.

General setup. Unless otherwise stated, in the road test, bench-
marks, and ablation studies, we used ffmpeg [59] and UDP-based
RTSP protocol for upstreaming a real-time video. The streaming
bitrate was 30Mbps at 30fps.

8.1 End-to-end road tests

8.1.1 Evaluation methods. In this test, our testers drove vehicles
equipped with CellFusion’s CPE in metropolitan areas while up-
streaming a reference video through CellFusion’s proxy services
deployed in the CDN PoPs to an RTSP server in the cloud. The
reference video was a specially made video clip, in which we as-
signed a sequence number stamp to each frame, so we could later
analyze received videos against the original one to extract video
QoE metrics such as video stall, framerate, and normalized SSIM
score. We further discuss how video analytics is done with a tool

we developed in Appx. C. Our testers performed testing on different
roads, and the total testing distance was over 5000km.

8.1.2 Other solutions used in the comparison. In this test, we also
compare CellFusion against MPQUIC, MPTCP, and cellular bond-
ing (BONDING). Note that BONDING performed load-balance on a
video stream via hashing its 5-tuple to a cellular interface, so it did
not use a proxy server. To compare different solutions fairly, we
streamed videos through different CPEs to the RTSP server at the
same time, such that evaluations were conducted under the same
network conditions.

8.1.3 Video trace samples. We start by illustrating a sampled pair of
received video traces in Fig. 8. The video trace on the top was from
MPQUIC, while the video trace at the bottom was from CellFusion.
The two video traces were aligned based on the sequence numbers
stamp of video frames. We counted the video frame number per
second to compute the framerate, and we further analyzed frame
intervals to calculate the stall ratio. The alignment enabled us to
measure the SSIM score by comparing a received video frame to a
reference video frame with the same sequence number. As shown
in Fig. 8, the trace fromMPQUIC experienced blockiness and severe
video stall, while the video from CellFusion was much clear and
smooth, indicating much better QoE.

8.1.4 QoE metrics. Next, we show the overall QoE metrics, includ-
ing framerate, stall ratio, and normalized SSIM score of the end-to-
end road test in Fig 9. CellFusion achieved the highest framerate,
the lowest stall ratio, and the most significant SSIM score among
all solutions under test. It is worth noting that CellFusion’s per-
formance variation was also much smaller than others. BONDING
exhibited the largest variations because it could not aggregate mul-
tiple links. Even though MPQUIC and MPTCP aggregated multiple
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Figure 10: Results collected from deployed vehicles. Video packet

delays were collected from vehicles that ran with CellFusion, LTE-

only, and 5G-only. Traffic redundancy was collected from a vehicle’s

trace log.

links, they could not handle fragile cellular links as a vehicle drove.
In contrast, CellFusion efficiently fused multiple cellular networks
and overcame the challenge of heavy bursty loss and channel unpre-
dictability. As a result, CellFusion achieved an average framerate,
video stall ratio, and normalized SSIM score of 29.11fps, 0.99%, and
0.93, respectively. And CellFusion outperformed the comparative
solutions on all QoE metrics. For example, compared to MPQUIC,
MPTCP, and BONDING, CellFusion reduced the average stall ratio
by 66.11%, 69.35%, and 80.62%, respectively.

8.2 Statistical results from deployment

8.2.1 Evaluation methods. In this part, we report the statistical
results from a six-month testing of CellFusion in 100 self-driving
vehicles. CellFusion was routinely used to enable remote control
and intervention. The Collection of online metrics faces two chal-
lenges: (1) In the actual use, vehicles upstreamed real-time camera
views instead of a reference video; (2) Storing 7 × 24ℎ videos is
costly. Therefore, instead of using video QoEs, we report two met-
rics constantly logged in online environment: video packet delay
and traffic redundancy.

8.2.2 Video packet delay. Fig. 10(a) shows the CDF of video packet
delay when streaming with CellFusion vs. when streaming with
LTE-only and 5G-only. We observed that CellFusion significantly
reduced packet delay, especially at the tail. With CellFusion, the
95th, 99th, 99.9th percentile delayswere 47.4ms, 73.8ms, and 222.3ms
respectively. In contrast, the corresponding delays of LTE-only were
76.1ms, 267.2ms, and 791.9ms, while the delays of 5G-only were

55.8ms, 259.2ms, and 954.7ms. Compared to 5G-only, CellFusion
reduced tail delay by 15.05%, 71.53%, and 76.72% at the 95th, 99th,
and 99.9th percentile, respectively.

8.2.3 Traffic redundancy. Fig. 10(b) shows the traffic redundancy
log trace of CellFusion deployed in a vehicle from Nov.1st, 2022
to Jan.10th, 2023. The daily redundancy cost varied between 1% to
9%. The variation stemmed from the fact that vehicles moved to
different locations that had different network conditions. Because
XNC only applied network coding to loss recovery, redundant traf-
fic was only needed under poor network conditions. Therefore,
CellFusion was highly cost-effective to use online.

8.3 Benchmarks and ablation studies

We further performed a comparative study of XNC with several
past multipath optimizations and coding schemes and an ablation
study of XNC to validate our design points. We performed both
studies in a controlled environment to ensure testing under the
same network conditions.

8.3.1 Controlled experiment. We built our controlled testing en-
vironment with a trace-driven network emulator mpshell from
Mahimahi [60]. We extended this tool to support 4-path emula-
tion. The traces in use were collected from a moving vehicle on
different roads (more details are listed in Appx. D). Each result
was gathered from an experiment with 100 traces. Our controlled
testbed consisted of two servers in the same local area network. On
the first server, we ran the tunnel-client and tunnel-server, which
were connected through the mpshell emulator. The first server also
hosted the video-client (using ffmpeg), which streamed video to
tunnel-client. On the second server, we deployed an RTSP server

that received stream traffic from the tunnel-server, and a stream

receiver (using ffmpeg) that received streams from the RTSP server.
At the beginning of each experiment, we started the emulator’s
shell with an assigned trace, then ran tunnel-client and video-client

inside this shell to upstream a reference video.

8.3.2 Other solutions used in the comparison. We compared XNC
with two categories of existing solutions: multipath scheduling op-

timizations and multipath & network coding solutions. In the first
category, we chose four state-of-the-art schedulers that can sup-
port 4 paths (i.e., the scheduling algorithm is scalable): minRTT
scheduler [30], fully redundant scheduler (RE) [61], XLINK [29] and
ECF [62]. We note that there were other solutions in this category
that were limited to 2 paths (e.g., Musher [63] and STMS [64]), and
thus they were not chosen in this study. In the second category, we
chose Pluribus [26], which practically designed network coding in
multipath transport for web traffic.

8.3.3 Benchmark results vs. other multipath optimizations. We first
compare XNC with past multipath scheduling optimizations. We
show the QoE metrics in Fig. 11(a) and the redundant traffic cost
in Fig. 11(b). XNC achieved the highest framerate, the lowest stall
ratio, and the highest SSIM score among all solutions under this
test. XNC’s performance variation was also much smaller than oth-
ers. In particular, XNC reduced the average stall ratio by 86.56%,
82.22%, and 92.75% against minRTT, XLINK, and ECF, respectively.
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Figure 11: Compare XNC with state-of-the-art multipath scheduling optimizations.
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Figure 12: Compare XNC with a network coding based solution (Pluribus).
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Figure 13: Ablation studies on Q-RLNC and QoE-aware loss detec-

tion.

Although RE had a reasonable average stall ratio, it required excep-
tionally high redundant traffic costs (up to 300%). As a result, when
network link bandwidth was constrained, RE could not effectively
use bandwidth for transmission, so at the tail distribution, its stall
ratio was much higher than XNC. In contrast, XNC efficiently fuses
multiple network links with a low redundancy rate (<10%), which
helps it achieve a low stall ratio even at the tail.

8.3.4 Benchmark results vs. Pluribus. We further present the re-
sults comparing XNC to Pluribus. Fig. 12(a) shows the QoE metrics.
We observed that XNC outperformed Pluribus in all the framer-
ate, the stall ratio, and the SSIM score. For example, XNC reduced
the average video stall by more than 81.67% compared to Pluribus.
Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 12(b), XNC also used 89.49% less re-
dundant traffic. The above results reveal that video-to-cloud stream-
ing is a much more challenging task than traditional web and file
transfer-aware solutions, thus, calling for new innovations.

8.3.5 Ablation study. We performed an ablation study, in which
we studied the impact of Q-RLNC and our QoE-aware loss detection
modules. Fig. 13(a) shows the loss rate with and without XNC’s Q-
RLNC in which we retransmitted original packets instead of coding
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Figure 14: Average CPU load of MPQUIC, XNC and SIMD-XNC on

different streaming bitrates.

packets. Our Q-RLNC module significantly reduced the loss rate
at tail distribution by improving loss-recovery probability, and the
reduction was 15.55% and 41.70% at the 95th and 99th percentile,
respectively. Fig. 13(b) shows the average packet delay reduction
withQoE-aware loss detection vs. without QoE-aware loss detection
at different percentiles. QoE-aware loss detection played a crucial
role in reducing packet recovery time. The improvement was 8.48%
and 28.44% at the 95th and 99th percentile, respectively.

8.3.6 CPU costs ofXNC. TheCPU costs of streaming videos through
MPQUIC without network coding, XNC, and SSIM accelerated XNC
(SIMD-XNC) at different bitrates are shown in Fig. 14. At 30Mbps,
XNC consumed 43.77% more CPU than MPQUIC on average. With
the help of hardware acceleration, SIMD-XNC consumed 23.44%
more CPU than MPQUIC on average and reduced CPU usage by
26.56% from XNC.

9 RELATEDWORK

Multipath transport.Multipath transport [40] provides the abil-
ity of a single connection to use multiple paths simultaneously.
However, the adoption of kernel-based multipath transport such
as MPTCP [40] and MPUDP [65] has been slow due to the need



for OS-level support and middlebox ossification [30]. To address
this problem, there has been growing interest in introducing mul-
tipath features to QUIC, but recent proposals like IETF Multipath
QUIC [41], XLINK [29], and PQUIC [66] are designed as fully reli-
able transport for non-real-time traffic. In contrast, CellFusion is
designed to meet the challenges of real-time applications.
Network coding for multipath. Network coding improves trans-
mission reliability over lossy channels by mixing data across time
and flows [36], and has received much attention in the past [32, 33].
However, there are few practical implementations and empirical
studies to extend network coding to multipath. FMTCP[67], AD-
MIT [68], and SC-MTCP [69] explored the idea of applying FEC
to multipath, but are restricted to either simulation or emulation.
Pluribus [26] experimented with evolution code with two paths
on a corporate bus but was limited to small non-real-time load
(<86KB) and limited link rate (<1.5Mbps). CellFusion differs from
past works in that: (1) It addresses the unique challenges of high-
quality real-time video streaming under high mobility, which is
a more complex problem. (2) It has been fully implemented and
deployed at a large scale in the wild.
Cellular bonding. Several SD-WAN solutions [70–72] implement
cellular bonding capability, which is sometimes confused with mul-
tipath transport. OpenWRT’s mwan3 [73] also implements this ca-
pability. Cellular bonding works by load-balancing sessions across
different interfaces, which is helpful in case of link failover. How-
ever, it lacks transport support for a single link to use multiple
paths simultaneously and cannot adapt to link changes at packet-
level granularity. In contrast, CellFusion is a multipath transport
solution. CellFusion can support a much higher rate and is much
more resilient to weak cellular links.
Mobile video streaming. Recently, various approaches includ-
ing bitrate selection [17, 74–76], video pre-processing [77, 78],
QoE-aware video re-encoding [79, 80], CDN placement optimiza-
tion [81], using feedback from wireless APs [82] and server-side
super-resolution [83] have been used for performance enhancement
of video streaming applications. Different from these approaches,
CellFusion optimizes the underlying network performance with-
out modifying end-host applications. Our approach is orthogonal
to, and could be jointly used with previous works.

10 DISCUSSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

CellFusion demonstrates new possibilities to bring high-quality
real-time video streaming to vehicle-to-cloud communication. How-
ever, our current prototype still has few limitations that are left for
future work.
Server migration. CellFusion establishes a connection between
the CPE and an edge server to minimize communication delays.
The server maintains its stability after the initialization process.
However, when a vehicle has to move over a larger area, the need
for server migration arises. Currently, RFC9000 [42] does not ac-
commodate server migration, but it does allow for extensions to
incorporate this feature in the future.
Venturing beyond cellular connectivity. Our system builds
upon multiple cellular links. However, CellFusion’s network cod-
ing based multi-path connectivity approach might not be confined
to cellular connectivity alone and could potentially accommodate
other wireless technologies, such as satellite communication. This

could possibly extend its usefulness, especially in areas where cel-
lular infrastructure is sparse. But of course, further investigation
and development are needed to fully realize this potential.

11 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce CellFusion, a system that enables high-
quality, real-time video streaming from vehicles to the cloud. Cell-
Fusion adeptly integrates multiple heterogeneous cellular networks
into a unified cloud connection through an innovative software-
hardware design that marries multipath transport with network
coding.

We put CellFusion to the test in a real-world scenario: over a
six-month period, CellFusion was deployed on 100 self-driving
vehicles. Our back-end infrastructure was maintained across 50
CDN Points of Presence (PoPs) spread over three states, and we
conducted extensive road tests covering over 5000km. Our results
demonstrate that CellFusion offers significant improvements over
current technologies. We observed a 71.53% reduction in video
packet delay at the 99th percentile when compared to 5G. Further-
more, when streaming at 30Mbps, CellFusion achieved a reduction
in video stall ratio ranging from 66.11% to 80.62% compared to lead-
ing multipath transport solutions, and this was accomplished with
less than 10% traffic redundancy.

We believe that CellFusion holds great potential for widespread
deployment by Cloud and CDN providers. Offering connectivity-as-
a-service on a universal scale, CellFusion can provide the robust
streaming infrastructure necessary to shape the future of mobility.
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APPENDIX

Appendices are supportingmaterial that has not been peer-reviewed.

A DETAILS ON XNC’S ENCODING

OPERATIONS

XNC always uses 𝑛 = 1 when transmitting original packets for the
first time. For the case where 𝑛 > 1, we note that given each 𝑔𝑠 (𝑖)
drawn i.i.d. from 𝐺𝐹 (28) \ {0}, our coefficient generation scheme
is equivalent to 𝑝 =

∑𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝑎𝑖𝑝𝑘+𝑖 , with each 𝑎𝑖 drawn i.i.d. from

𝐺𝐹 (28) \ {0}. This is because∑𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝑎𝑖𝑝𝑘+𝑖 = 𝑎0

∑𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝑏𝑖𝑝𝑘+𝑖 , where

𝑏0 = 1, 𝑏𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖
𝑎0
,∀𝑖 > 0. Also, we have ∀𝑖 > 0, 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺𝐹 (28) \ {0},

𝑃𝑟 (𝑏𝑖 = 𝑥) = 𝑃𝑟 (𝑎𝑖 = 𝑎0𝑥)

=

𝑗=28−1∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑃𝑟 (𝑎0 = 𝑗)𝑃𝑟 (𝑎𝑖 = 𝑗𝑥)

= (28 − 1) × 1
28 − 1

× 1
28 − 1

=
1

28 − 1
which proves that 𝑏𝑖 subjects to uniform distribution on 𝐺𝐹 (28) \
{0}. Compared to its original form, XNC’s coefficient generation
scheme allows us to omit one expensive packet multiply operation
per encoded packet. This optimization is especially beneficial in
the case of XNC, where we determine encoding range boarders so
that 𝑛 is small (§4.4.2).

B CHOICE OF REDUNDANT PACKET COUNT

Here we give the proof of theorem 4.1:

Proof. We begin with the case where the 𝑛 lost original pack-
ets have continuous packet numbers and we denote them as ō =

o1, ..., o𝑛 . Suppose that during the recovery, 𝑛 + 𝑘 coded packets,
labeled as c̄ = [c1, · · · , c𝑛+𝑘 ], are received. From Appx. A we know:
each coded packet c𝑖 is a random linear combination of o1, · · · , o𝑛
as,

c𝑖 =
𝑛+𝑘∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑎𝑖, 𝑗o𝑗 , 𝑎𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐺𝐹 (28) \ {0}

with each 𝑎𝑖, 𝑗 , 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑛+𝑘] drawn i.i.d. from𝐺𝐹 (28) \{0} uniformly.
Then, if we denote A := [𝑎𝑖, 𝑗 ], we have:

c̄𝑇 = Aō𝑇

whereA ∈ F(𝑛+𝑘 )×𝑛28 . Denote as 𝐸 𝑗 the event that the first 𝑗 columns
of A are linearly independent, then 𝑃𝑟 (𝐸1) = 1 because the first
column can’t be all 0 provided that each element is sampled in
[1, 28 − 1]. For 𝑗 > 1, we have:

𝑃𝑟 (𝐸 𝑗+1) = 𝑃𝑟 (𝐸 𝑗+1, 𝐸 𝑗 ) + 𝑃𝑟 (𝐸 𝑗+1, 𝐸 𝑗 )

= 𝑃𝑟 (𝐸 𝑗+1 |𝐸 𝑗 )𝑃𝑟 (𝐸 𝑗 ) + 𝑃𝑟 (𝐸 𝑗+1 |𝐸 𝑗 )𝑃𝑟 (𝐸 𝑗 )
𝑇1
= 𝑃𝑟 (𝐸 𝑗+1 |𝐸 𝑗 )𝑃𝑟 (𝐸 𝑗 )

𝑇2
=

(28 − 1)𝑛+𝑘 − (28 − 1) 𝑗

(28 − 1)𝑛+𝑘
𝑃𝑟 (𝐸 𝑗 )

where 𝑇1 holds because 𝑃𝑟 (𝐸 𝑗+1 |𝐸 𝑗 ) = 0, which corresponds to the
fact that first 𝑗 + 1 columns are linearly independent only if the

first 𝑗 columns are linearly dependent. 𝑇2 is because under 𝐸 𝑗 , the
first 𝑗 columns span a space of dimension 𝑗 , with volume (28 − 1) 𝑗 .
Therefore, there are (28−1)𝑛+𝑘 −(28−1) 𝑗 equiprobable realizations
of column 𝑗 + 1 that are linearly independent of the first 𝑗 columns.
Then,

𝑃𝑟 (𝐸𝑛) = 𝑃𝑟 (𝐸1)
𝑛−1∏
𝑗=1

(28 − 1)𝑛+𝑘 − (28 − 1) 𝑗

(28 − 1)𝑛+𝑘

=

𝑛−1∏
𝑗=1

(
1 − 1

(28 − 1)𝑛+𝑘− 𝑗

)
=

𝑛+𝑘−1∏
𝑖=𝑘+1

(
1 − 1

(28 − 1)𝑖

)
= (1 − 1

(28 − 1)𝑘+1
) (1 − 1

(28 − 1)𝑘+2
) · · ·

(1 − 1
(28 − 1)𝑛+𝑘−1

)

𝑇3≥ 1 − 1
(28 − 1)𝑘+1

− · · · − 1
(28 − 1)𝑛+𝑘−1

𝑇4≥ 1 − 1
(28 − 1)𝑘 × (28 − 2)

= 1 − 1
255𝑘 × 254

where 𝑇4 holds by applying the sum of geometric progression, and
𝑇3 is due to a recursive application of the following inequality:

𝑎(1 − 𝑥) = 𝑎 − 𝑎𝑥 > 𝑎 − 𝑥,∀𝑥 > 0, 𝑎 < 1

For each step, set 𝑎 𝑗 = (1 −∑𝑗

𝑖=1
1

(28−1)𝑘+𝑖 ), 𝑥 𝑗 =
1

(28−1)𝑘+𝑗+1 :

(1 − 1
(28 − 1)𝑘+1

) (1 − 1
(28 − 1)𝑘+2

) · · · (1 − 1
(28 − 1)𝑛+𝑘−1

)

> (1 − 1
(28 − 1)𝑘+1

− 1
(28 − 1)𝑘+2

) · · · (1 − 1
(28 − 1)𝑛+𝑘−1

)

.

.

.

> 1 − 1
(28 − 1)𝑘+1

− 1
(28 − 1)𝑘+2

− · · · − 1
(28 − 1)𝑛+𝑘−1

Because XNC could perform a successful decode if and only if
all columns of the coefficient matrix A are linearly independent,
the probability that XNC performs a successful decode is 𝑃𝑟 (𝐸𝑛) ≥
1 − 1

255𝑘×254 .
□

We note that our proof of Theorem 4.1 borrows idea from pre-
vious results on rank of random matrices [84, 85]. The difference
between previous work and ours is that previous work assumes
𝑎𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ F𝑞 , while we assume 𝑎𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ F𝑞 \ {0}.

C PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PLATFORM

We used an in-house platform to analyze video streaming QoE
metrics. This platform included three parts: (i) the live-streaming
client that uploaded a reference video, (ii) the streaming receiver,
and (iii) the analysis tool.



Figure 15: An example of three consecutive frames with in-

creasing frame IDs in our reference video.

For part (i), we used ffmpeg [59], which could run on many
different OSes and devices, as the video streaming client. In road
tests, the video streaming client ran on a raspberry 4 [86] connected
to our CPE via Ethernet. As for the reference video, we first used a
camera on amoving vehicle to record the road scene (at 30fps). Then
we assigned a frame ID to each frame. Fig. 15 shows an example
of three consecutive frames marked with frame ID 1, 2, and 3,
representing the first, second, and third frame in our reference
video. The frame marks were used to identify each frame by the
analysis tool.

For part (ii), we used a modified version of ffmpeg that printed
useful information, including frame decoding timestamp and frame
status (i.e., normal, corrupt, and missing). During the experiments,
the stream receiver pulled the stream and saved it as a .mp4 file.

For part (iii), we developed a tool to analyze three QoE metrics:
FPS, stall ratio, and structural similarity index measure (SSIM) score,
from the receiver logs and recorded video files:
• FPS. We calculated the average number of decoded frames (nor-
mal frames) per second as FPS.

• Stall ratio. Stall ratio was calculated based on inter-frame delay
interval. In our evaluation, we adopted a typical value that was
used in streaming services, which was 200ms. Therefore, when
observing an inter-frame delay interval larger than 200ms, our
tool added it to the total stall time. It then calculated the stall
ratio as: 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚_𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
.

• SSIM score. SSIM score was calculated as the structural similar-
ity index between the reference video and the recorded video.
However, these two videos might begin and end with different
frame IDs, which made it difficult to calculate the correct struc-
tural similarity index. To solve this problem, we first used optical
character recognition (OCR) to recognize the recorded video’s
beginning and ending frame IDs (with marked labels). Then, we
aligned the recorded video with the reference video. Finally, we
used OpenCV’s APIs [87] to calculate the SSIM score based on
the aligned videos.

D TRACE COLLECTION

As mentioned in §8, we use a trace-driven network emulator, mp-

shell [88], to conduct our controlled experiments. The original trace
collector in mpshell (i.e., saturatr [89]) measures a link’s capacity
by saturating it with TCP traffic. This approach could not really
saturate the fluctuating cellular links due to the reactive behavior of
congestion control algorithms. In this work, we used a UDP-based
trace collector instead. On each cellular interface, our collector sent
packets at a configurable constant rate that responded to different
capacities of 5G and LTE networks. The collector receiver recorded
each packet’s arrival timestamp and converted it to compatible
formats with mpshell.

We set the sending rate of 5G paths as 100Mbps and LTE paths as
50Mbps (uplink). We argue that this is reasonable because 100Mbps
is much larger than our testing application rate (30Mbps), and the
theoretical maximum upload rate of LTE is no larger than 50Mbps.
More than 100 traces on different road segments were collected and
used for the controlled experiment part.

E HANDLING MTU PROBLEM

In CellFusion, the tunnel header overhead, including the extra
bytes from IP header, UDP header, QUIC header, and XNC header,
is 60 bytes at maximum, and our device interface MTU is 1500
bytes. Thus, to forward a full-sized (1500-byte) user packet, Cell-
Fusion sender must split it into two packets and reassemble them
at the receiver side. To avoid this, we set the MTU of the CPE’s tun
interface to 1500 - 60 = 1440 bytes. With this setting, TCP pack-
ets would be smaller than 1408 bytes after PMTU negotiation; for
UDP packets, we recommend our users to choose a small UDP
packet size (e.g., 1300 bytes) as some popular UDP-based protocols
do [57, 90, 91]. For worst cases where oversized (>1408 bytes) pack-
ets still present, the tun interface could automatically split them
via IP fragmentation. Those fragmented packets would then be
identified as different IP packets by CellFusion, and would not
need to be further splitted/reassembled.
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